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Week 1: Welcome & Intro 
with Susan Glusica 

Welcome to The Power of Partnership (with 
Energy) where you learn the 7 energetic levels of 
Money Consciousness and how to make more 
money in your business with more ease than you 
ever thought imaginable…and welcome to this 
week’s virtual class. 

My name is Susan Glusica. I am the Unrivaled 
Realizer, creator of Money Realities & Realizations 
and discoverer of the 7 Money Realities. I am known 
for humanizing the fastest path to inviting in and 
receiving more money so enterprising business leaders and professionals like yourselves can 
quickly expand your prosperity, legacy and generosity. I do this because I am a stand for 
UNAPOLOGETIC PROSPERITY. 

I’m super jazzed and excited you have joined us for this 3-week journey to finally say yes to 
YOU, live and work at your highest level and increase the effortlessness, easefulness and 
joyousness by which you get to do all of that! 

Today we will focus on: 

Orientation Review [10] 

7 Essential Steps to Getting the Money You Want NOW [20] 

Engaging Your Top 3 Reality Multipliers [20] 

The 7 Energetic Levels of Money Consciousness [10] 

Expanding Your Capacity [5] 

At the end, Reality Seat for anyone desiring laser coaching [15] 

In this program, you will learn: 

- The Power of Partnership & How It Works 

 

- What’s Your Money Reality? 

 
- Why activating your inner ability to magnetize more money to you enables you to lead and 

expand your prosperity on your terms…and enables you to serve at your highest level (which is in 
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your—and everyone else’s—highest and greatest good). 
 

- What upleveling your money energy to your next level (and how that works) can do for you now 
and ongoing into the future. 
 

- How to clear the pathway toward peak money consciousness by using dynamic tools to avoid 
judgment and criticism which get in the way. 
 

- BONUS: Live call with me for ultimate expansion and a custom “prescription” for upscaling. 

- Prosperity Partnership Hot Seats 

Your 3-Week Course Includes: 

- BONUS: 4 Time Hacks & Suggested resource for amplification of money results 
- 30-Day Self-Agreement Contract 
- The Power of Partnership Virtual Program, a weekly hourly virtual meeting 

o Mon @ 3:30 pm – 5:00pm ET from 7/6, 7/13, 7/20 
- Recordings for review (recommended) 
- Materials to work from throughout as assessed by yours truly 
- Week 3: Bonus 20-minute one-to-one Completion coaching call with me 

IMPORTANT GUIDELINES & AGREEMENTS 

- You are 100% responsible for your results in this program. Transferring that to anyone 
else will not get you the results you are here to get. 

- We ALWAYS get what we need from any program. Our need line is always met in our 
life, our business, etc. 

- Everything discussed in this container is confidential. It is a safe environment and private 
matters are respected and kept within these “walls.” AND this is recorded for your 
personal use and for my use as an online course offering in the future. 

- We are all here to contribute as well as receive. 
- Start strong, stay strong, finish strong. 
- Evaluate and course correct quickly and regularly. Quantum Leaping occurs when we 

move through the steps quickly, nimbly. Raise your hand if you need help! 
- LEAN IN. It’s the best way to get the most out of me. We are adults and communicating 

what’s going on for you is up to you. 

And, before we continue, I encourage you to make a 30-day commitment to yourself 
[CONTRACT], read it aloud completely, and then sign and date it, and hang it where you can 
see it prominently…say, in your office or bathroom. 

You see, the Universe is asking you, How much pleasure can you stand? We receive in direct 
proportion to how much pleasure and joy we can take. Something to think about… 
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One more essential tip: It’s probable that you have heard some of this before. I invite you to 
empty your cup, as you cannot absorb or refresh on information if your cup is already full. And 
you are here because you are already powerful at calling in the things you want, the money you 
have made so far, and the life you are living. So let’s take a moment now to consciously 
become a clean slate with the intention of hearing things with fresh ears. 

TIP: If you feel “oh, I already know that,” perk up and pay close attention. This alerts you that 
you may want to pivot into curiosity, since you are not the same person you were when you 
originally heard it. You want to be on the lookout for why you don’t have what you already want, 
and new ways to apply what you potentially already know. OK, ready? 

AND…let’s review the 4 time hacks you received in your welcome materials. 

BONUS: 4 Time Hacks to be Super Efficient & Productive 

I) To wrangle your massive to do list, create 3 “data dump” lists: 

1. Work 
2. Passion 
3. Life/Personal 

Put all your “to dos” as a data dump on these 3 lists where they apply, then take each 
list and assess it separately as follows: 

Is #1 more important than #2? *Note: “more important” is determined by “Does it get me 
to my Money Reality Desire?” or “Is it the fastest path to cash?” 

If yes, then is #1 more important than #3? If no, is #2 more important than #3? 

When you have gone through the list and have your first 3 priorities, stop and write 
those 3 on a separate list and focus solely on those as aligned actions. TAKE ACTION 
on those top 3 immediately. 

REMEMBER: What you are assessing these items against to determine importance is: 
Does it take me closer to my Money Reality Desire? Or, Is it the fastest path to cash? 

II) There are 3 types of time: 

- Free time, personal, self-care, eating, sleeping, working out…these are put in 
your schedule FIRST, as the boulders. 

- Focus time, whatever brings you money, job tasks, sales calls/meetings…these 
are put into your calendar SECOND, as the rocks/pepples. 

- Buffer time, everything else, admin work, commuting…these are slotted THIRD, 
as the sand that fills the rest of your time up. 
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III) The 80/20 Rule (Paredo Principle) indicates that 20% of our time produces 80% of 
our results. When you do the above data dump exercise and then focus your efforts on 
the top 20% of what’s important and supports your Money Reality Desire, and you 
ignore the other 80% of what’s on the list, you can achieve double the results with only 
40% of your time. 

With 3 lists, and spending 20% of your time on each, you can double your focus on your 
Passion list (for 80% total time), and still have 20% FREE time. 

This is how the successful get more done with the 168 hours we are all given every 
week. 

IV) Did you know that hypnotic meditation can help you create time? 20 minutes is 
worth 4 hours of sleep by putting you into a deeper state of brain waves. For $6, go to 
www.globalwelcome.com and purchase one 20-minute meditation, such as Relax into 
Prosperity. In fact, I suggest you do this daily for the first 7 days of the program. 
Benefits include being more present, having increased energy, and connecting to the 
part of you that co-creates with Source/Intelligent Substance. 

FIRST: Magic Mind 3 from Dr. Yvonne Oswald (who’s website I offered as a resource 
for creating time through hypnotic meditation), providing I have everyone’s permission 
to guide them through this state that allows you to access your unconscious and higher 
mind to go into a state of instant optimism. *Note: I will post these notes so you will have 
the words for future use any time you desire. 

Magic of the Mind Three 

As you sit comfortably with your back straight, allow your head to remain facing forward with your chin 
slightly up. Raise your eyes to ceiling level. Find a place where the ceiling meets the wall and simply 
stare at this spot. 

Now become aware of what’s to your right and what’s to your left, without moving your eyes or head. 
To make sure you are doing this, stretch out your arms from your sides and lift them to the level of your 
head, with your palms facing out (you should be able to see the backs of your hands at eye level), and 
wiggle your fingers while drawing your hands back toward your ears so that you can only just see them. 
Now drop them into your lap and remain aware of what you can see in your peripheral vision. 

At this point you’ll start to feel very relaxed, and you’ll become aware that your breathing is slowing 
down. If you wish, you can increase the feel-good factor by thinking of a wonderful, safe place in nature. 

Now adjust your eyes to normal level, still using that peripheral vision, and go about your daily life. If 
you are in a seminar or class, you can still be aware of what’s on either side of you as you look at and 
listen to the teacher or trainer. Your learning will be dramatically improved. This magical state is perfect 
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to use while you’re driving; you have a much wider vision and are much more aware of traffic coming up 
behind you and to the side. 

From now on, every time you remember, go into this state and simply go about your normal life. You’ll 
be surprised by how much more calm and in control you feel each day as you learn to access your 
unconscious mind at will. 

SECOND: Let me ask you, How much money have you made in your lifetime? 
Really think about it. You’re probably not like me in tracking every annual income you’ve 
ever made since age 19, right? So give it some thought. I bet it’s in the millions, 
depending on how long you’ve been making money through service to others. 

Who wants to share their guesstimate? 

Guess what it means? You are already a powerful co-creator. You manifest. In fact, we 
are 100% responsible for our results, meaning we have a role in what we experience 
and enjoy in our everyday lives. 

Therefore, because you are already a powerful manifestor, you can absolutely manifest 
money in the next 30 days or less to the tune of $8,000 or more! 

AND…we have just given your ego mind the proof it requires to get on board with that 
[explain ego mind] 

So going forward in this program, your ego mind doesn’t resist and manifest 
circumstances—like a health issue or a cold, like a family emergency (or 2), or like a 
sudden contraction in some form or another—because it would normally do that in 
reaction to feeling threatened, the boat is rocking too much, etc. 

Question: Is there evidence to the contrary? 

7 Essential Steps to Getting the Money You Want NOW [20] – review sheet 

Engaging Your Top 3 Prosperity Multipliers [20] – explain sheet 
*can add: Which one excites you the most or are you most passionate about? 

So, download [SHEET: Your Top 3 Reality Multipliers] and write in your BIGGEST, 
BOLDEST, WILDEST Money Reality Desire at the top. 

Make sure it gets you into OVERFLOW – to resolve all debt obligations, provide further 
security/savings, etc. Include what that money gives you. Are you totally debt free, living & 
enjoying life free from stress & worry, providing for your future/your family’s future, retiring a 
spouse, putting someone through school or buying a house? 
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Then put a time frame on it, a deadline, a specific date by which you want this goal to be fulfilled 
[day, month, date, year]. 

TIP: Resistance during this exercise is totally normal. There’s a part of us that wants the 
status quo, which is only out for survival and is threatened by change, even imagined 
change. And it thinks it knows that what you have survived before is survivable again, so 
it will do everything possible to repeat those situations—even if (especially if) they hold 
you back. Until and unless you take charge and redirect your power to actualize your 
money desire. 

Remember, here’s how you deal with resistance: you pivot into curiosity to get out of judgement, 
and from an observer’s point of view (“I wonder why I’m putting up this resistance?”), you’ll get 
an answer. You’ll become aware of what’s behind the resistance without emotional 
attachment—purely observing it. 

The 7 Energetic Levels of Money Consciousness [15] 

I’m going to explain the 7 Money Realities that I discovered in 2018. [FILE] 

You can now identify which of the 7 Money Realities you are in. Some of you may find you have 
one foot in one and one foot in the next. Put in the comments right now, which of the 7 Money 
Realities you are in today. When you come to the third week of our program, during our Bonus 
Call, I will ask you where you were and where you are. What you track, grows! 

Expanding Your Capacity [20] 

Millionaire Frequency Meditation 

Visualize Outcome 

Imagine, like you are watching a technicolor video or movie, that you have your Money Reality Desire. 
What does it give you? What does it do for you? Feel, smell, hear, see, and taste it. Really get into it. 

Sherinata Pollack has a “Energetic Millionaire Frequency” meditation that goes something like this: 
Stand and put your feet hip width apart, with hands on hips (power pose) and look up. Then clap your 
hands together three times and pull them apart, feeling the energy between your hands. Visualize your 
money account with $1 million in it. Can you feel it? Taste it? See it? Hear it (cha-ching!)? Smell it (I love 
the smell of possibility in the morning)? Now imagine receiving that million dollars into your energy ball, 
and put that energy ball into your heart center, so it radiates out into your life. 

Reality Expansion Seat for anyone desiring laser coaching [15] 

See you next time. 


